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Apple’s September 9 Event:
“Hey Siri, Give Us a Hint”
Apple is planning to hold a media event on Wednesday,
September 9 at the Bill Graham Civic Auditorium in San
Francisco, California. Media invites were sent out today,
with Yahoo’s Alyssa Bereznak sharing the first look at the
artwork and tagline for the invitations: “Hey Siri, give us
a hint.”
This year’s iPhone-centric event is expected to see the
debut of the next-generation iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus,
which, according to rumors, will include a reinforced body
constructed from stronger 7000 Series aluminum, Force
Touch, an A9 processor, 2GB RAM, and an improved
camera.
Rumors have also suggested Apple will use the event to
unveil the next-generation Apple TV, a major update from
the existing set-top box. It will include a redesigned chassis
with an A8 processor, more storage space, and a touchbased remote control, along with a new software system
that includes Siri support and a full App Store.
We’ll also get an update on the launch dates of iOS 9
and watchOS 2, and shortly after the event ends, we may
see golden master software releases for the two software
updates ahead of their final public launch.
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The Greater Albany Apple Byters is an Apple Computer User Group.
Membership privileges include this newsletter, access
to a large public domain software and video/audio
tape library, local vendor discounts, special interest
groups, and other special offers.

by John Buckley

Contents of The GAB’er are copywriten, all rights
reserved. Original articles may be reprinted by notfor-profit organizations, provided that proper credit
is given to the author, The GAB’er, and a copy of the
publication sent to The GAB’er editor.
The views expressed herein are the sole responsibility
of each author, and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Greater Albany Apple Byters.
Note: Trademarks used in this newsletter are recognized as trademarks of the representative companies.

The Next Update to Apple’s
OSX Operating System for
Macs
by MacRumors
What’s New
OS X 10.11 El Capitan, introduced at the Worldwide
Developers Conference on June 8, is the next iteration
of OS X, building on the features and design changes
introduced with OS X Yosemite. OS X El Capitan might
seem like a strange name, but it’s meant to highlight the
OS’s position as an update that brings under-the-hood
improvements and refinements to OS X Yosemite.
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In real life, El Capitan is one of the most popular rock
formations and landmarks located within Yosemite
National Park. The “El Capitan” name for OS X 10.11
reflects a long-running OS X naming scheme that’s used
to denote updates that are refinements to previous updates,
following in the footsteps of Leopard/Snow Leopard and
Lion/Mountain Lion.
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With El Capitan, Apple focused on two major areas: user
experience and performance. Improvements to window
management, apps, and Spotlight search enhance the way
we use our Macs, while under-the-hood additions like
Metal graphics technology make everyday activities like
launching apps faster.
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Internet SIG
7 Worst Apps That
Violate Your Privacy
by Justin Ferris

Apps are an essential part of owning a smartphone or tablet.
Without the apps for Facebook, Google, or Amazon, along
with photography, games, productivity tools and more, your
gadgets wouldn’t be nearly as useful.

A few years ago, Carnegie Mellon University set up a site called
PrivacyGrade that analyzes popular Android apps to find out what
permissions they ask for and how they use the information. Then
it gives each one a grade from A to D.

It’s good, then, that there are millions of apps available to
download, and many of them are free. Unfortunately, some of
these apps, especially the free ones, do come with a price: your
privacy.

This scoring system is a little tricky though. A big part of
PrivacyGrade’s scoring system isn’t just the information an app
is taking and where it’s sending that information, but how the
average person feels about it. PrivacyGrade runs online surveys
to get this information.

When apps install on your gadget, they request permission to
access certain information. A messaging app, for example, needs
permission to access to your contacts and Wi-Fi connection to
do its job.
However, there are apps that ask for permissions they don’t
really need, like a Flashlight app asking for your location or
full Internet access. Usually they use this extra permission to
pass data like your location, contacts and other identifying
information to advertisers. Any apps that use your information
for really malicious purposes don’t last long in either the Apple
or Google app stores.
When you encounter an app that asks for too much information,
your first instinct is probably to not install it. However, it might be
a very handy app, or a popular app that you really want to use.
Apple gadgets have a solution, which is to let you approve or deny
each permission individually. You can go to Settings>>Privacy
and open a feature like the Camera to see and control what apps
have permission to access it. Or you can go to Settings and
scroll to the bottom and tap a particular app to see and control
its permissions.
A similar system is coming to Android in the future version 6,
dubbed Marshmallow. Until then, however, it’s all or nothing
for Android users. So, you need to decide just how badly you
want the app.

So, for example, the Facebook app takes a ton of your
information, but it keeps a lot of it to itself, and people expect
that from Facebook, so it gets an “A.” However, you don’t expect
a basic app like “Flashlight - Torch LED Light” to need to know
your location, or record audio, so it gets a “D.”
Then there are situations like the Uber app, which gets a
PrivacyGrade score of “D.” However, from what we can tell, there
are no privacy concerns about the permissions it requires, and it
doesn’t share your information with anyone aside from PayPal for
in-app payments. This would be a case where the people taking
the survey possibly didn’t understand what an app requires to do
its job, or had their opinion influenced by outside factors.
For that reason, PrivacyGrade’s scores can change over time.
Some of the apps that used to be on the “D” list, such as “Fruit
Ninja,” now get a “B” or even an “A.” Sometimes that’s because
the app tweaked its permissions, but other times it’s because
it decided to be more upfront about what it does with your
information.
Here are 7 popular apps that PrivacyGrade gives a low
score. Some of these aren’t necessarily the worst apps for privacy,
but they’re popular so you’re more likely to download them than
an obscure app.
1. Draw Something Free - D

Of course, that leaves us with the problem of how to tell if an
app is on the up and up with its permissions. Most don’t tell you
what they use the data for, although some will if you contact
the developer.

This popular app lets you play a version of remote Pictionary
with friends. One of you draws something and the other person
tries to guess what it is. It’s fun, but behind the game there are a
number of built-in libraries that are all about serving targeted ads.

Fortunately, you don’t have to dig into every single app. There
are sites that do the work for you.

Continued on page 11.
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Education SIG
3 Key Trends in AV Technology for Schools
by Dennis Pierce
With active learning environments on the rise, new systems
must support collaboration in the classroom
In schools from coast to coast, classroom learning
environments are becoming more active and collaborative.
Students are contributing to discussions and presentations,
and the days of the “sage on the stage” are waning. This
change is having a profound effect on the deployment of
audiovisual technology in education.
According to Mike Tomei, an independent audiovisual
consultant who designs and installs AV systems for
classrooms, “Classroom AV technology plays a big part in
facilitating active learning environments.” Makers of AV
equipment have responded to districts’ needs by developing
new products that support more active and collaborative
learning. Here are three key trends that show how they’re
doing it.
1) Projectors and displays are becoming increasingly
interactive, with more touch points to support multiple
users at once.
Interactive projectors have shown steady growth since
they first hit the market in 2009, said Linda Norton, vice
president of PMA Research, a high-tech market research
firm that specializes in the projector market. According
to Norton, U.S. sales of interactive projectors jumped 36
percent last year, from 63,042 units sold in 2013 to 85,813
units sold in 2014. Although Norton’s firm doesn’t track
sales by vertical market, it’s safe to assume that many of
those sales were to K-12 schools — and she said there is
no reason to believe this growth won’t continue in 2015.
New options for interactive projectors continue to emerge,
with more devices supporting touch interactivity with
a finger instead of a pen. In April, for instance, Mimio
upgraded its projector line. The MimioProjector 280 series
now includes a conventional, non-interactive model (the
280); a pen-based, interactive model (the 280I); and a
touch-enabled model (the 280T). The 280I allows for the
simultaneous use of up to 10 interactive pens, and the touchbased 280T supports up to ten simultaneous touch points.

How might this be useful in the classroom? On
MimioConnect, the company’s online community of
educators, Claire Pavia, a first-grade teacher at Cross
Lutheran School (IL), suggested projecting four incomplete
equations on your board. Have four teams of two to three
students each come to the front of the class, and assign
each team an equation to solve. Then, compare and contrast
the different strategies that students used to solve each
problem, and ask the class to discuss the pros and cons of
each method.
“This makes learning fun and game-like,” Pavia wrote. “It
encourages the students to work together to solve the
problem, just how problem-solving is (done) in the real
world. And it also brings the entire class into the learning
process, so it isn’t (just) one student up at the board.”
Interactive projectors are starting to replace interactive
whiteboards in classrooms, said Tom Piche, a marketing
executive at Epson America, which makes the BrightLink
series of interactive projectors for education. With an
interactive touch area ranging from 60 inches to 100 inches
diagonally, these projectors give educators some flexibility
in terms of classroom installation, he said.
Many of Piche’s customers now expect touch capability
instead of pen-based interactivity, he noted. “With iPads,
iPhones and tablets, people have gotten so used to swiping
with their finger,” he explained. “That has become the
expectation at the board as well.”
Lamp-Free Projectors: A Bright Idea?
Lamp-free projectors, which use solid-state illumination
(SSI) instead of traditional mercury lamps for their light
source, include LED projectors, laser projectors and hybrid
projectors that use a combination LED/laser light engine.
Since Casio launched the first hybrid projectors in 2010,
a number of other manufacturers have introduced SSI
models as well.
When lamp-free projectors first came out, they were more
expensive than similar models with traditional light sources,
and the colors were slightly off, said Mike Tomei, an
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independent AV consultant to schools. “Now, we’re either
at or really close to the point where these are comparable,”
he said. “I think, in the next few years, most schools will
be buying these.”
Sales of projectors with solid-state light sources instead of
lamps are on the rise. PMA Research expects an 8 percent
growth in sales of projectors with laser/LED hybrid light
engines in the United States this year, said Vice President
Linda Norton. She attributed this growth, in part, to falling
prices. “In 2014, the average selling price of laser/LED
hybrid projectors was $1,322, and we expect the average
price to be $1,280 by the end of this year,” Norton said.
Earlier this year, Casio introduced a new hybrid projector
that sells for about $700. The EcoLite XJ-V1 is powered
by Casio’s fifth-generation LED/laser light source, with
an estimated lifespan of 20,000 hours. It produces 2,700
lumens of brightness and offers XGA resolution (1,024
pixels by 768 pixels).
Interactive flat-panel displays also are catching on
in education. During the Texas Computer Education
Association conference earlier this year, BenQ demonstrated
its new 70-inch RP702 high-definition interactive display,
which features 10-point multitouch technology and a builtin whiteboard app called QuickNote for annotating on the
screen. And the Australian company Electroboard Solutions
made its U.S. debut by demonstrating Prowise interactive
flat panels for education, ranging in size from 55 inches to
84 inches diagonally.
Tomei noted that interactive projectors or whiteboards are
cheaper than large flat-panel displays, but, there are some
benefits that might make interactive flat panels worth the
money. For instance, even when teachers are using an
ultra-short-throw projector, there will still be shadows on
the projected image when they are writing on the board or
interacting with projected content, he said. Also, projectors
can be bumped out of alignment, requiring a technician to
realign and calibrate the image — and they require lamp
changes when the lamp burns out. “You don’t run into
either of those issues with flat-panel displays,” Tomei said.
2) New apps and devices allow multiple users to
collaborate and share content wirelessly at the same
time.
A number of new AV systems allow for wireless
collaboration between teachers and students, enabling an
ever-larger number of users to work together on projects
and share presentations. The ShareLink 200 Wireless
Collaboration Gateway from Extron allows multiple people
to present content from a laptop, smartphone or tablet on

Sharp’s Aquos Board line of interactive displays, available
in sizes ranging from 60 inches to 80 inches diagonally,
includes software called Touch Display Link that can
communicate with iOS, Android or Windows 8 devices
running the accompanying TD Link app. According to the
company, up to 50 mobile devices can connect to an Aquos
Board at once, and when the teacher writes on the display,
this content appears simultaneously on students’ screens. By
choosing an option called Host Control, students can add
to the presentation from their own devices — and anything
they write will show up on the Aquos Board.
A growing number of AV manufacturers are integrating
Miracast technology into their devices, enabling users
of Windows or Android tablets to mirror their screen to
a display. For instance, many Panasonic projectors and
interactive flat panels include Miracast, allowing users of
laptops or tablets running Windows 8.1 or Android 4.2 or
later to show content from their own device wirelessly,
Through its Samsung School initiative, Samsung enables
group collaboration between teachers and students using
Samsung displays and Galaxy tablets for education.
Teachers can share their screen with the class, monitor
or control students’ screens, launch an app on all student
devices or initiate a group activity. Students can contribute
simultaneously on a shared screen as well. According to
a case study, Doddridge County Schools in West Virginia
saw increased student engagement after deploying Samsung
School within its middle school classrooms last spring, and
so the district decided to roll out a similar initiative in its
high school this year.
Another collaboration option is Promethean’s ClassFlow,
free software that enables similar screen-sharing capabilities
across multiple platforms. When the software detects a new
device logged onto the network, it sends a code to that
device, which, when activated, allows the student to join
the digital lesson. For whole-class instruction, teachers
can take their students through a lesson together through
a projector or display. Switching to individual instruction,
teachers can “push” a website, video, poll or other digital
content to students’ devices. They also can control students’
screens or display a student’s screen to the whole class.
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a shared display. The device enables up to four people to
display their slides, documents, graphs, photos and other
content at the same time, without needing a cable. It is
compatible with Windows and OS X computers, as well as
Apple and Android smartphones and tablets. It also includes
a moderator mode so the teacher can control whose content
is displayed.
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Epson recently introduced its own free software, called
Moderator, which enables teachers to control multiple
presentations at once. Up to 50 students can connect to
an Epson projector simultaneously from a laptop, iOS or
Android device using Epson’s free iProjection app. With
Moderator, which runs on Windows or OS X, the teacher
can display up to four student screens at the same time.
Teachers can see who is connected on a list displayed on
their own computer screen. To show a student’s screen, a
teacher simply drags that student’s user ID to the center of
his or her screen. In controlling what the entire class sees,
teachers can choose from among single, split-screen or
four-screen views.
Systems such as ShareLink, ClassFlow, Moderator and
Touch Display Link are designed to take advantage of
the “bring your own device” phenomenon in education.
According to Market Data Research, about a third of K-12
schools are embracing BYOD. Tomei recommended that
school AV buyers involve their network services team when
planning for and evaluating systems that enable wireless
collaboration, to ensure that their networks can handle the
anticipated demand without any signal interference.
2) Tips for School AV Buyers
Independent audiovisual consultant Mike Tomei designed
AV systems for Harvard University and Ithaca College
before striking out on his own. He now works with schools
and colleges nationwide to help them develop standards
and a strategic plan for their AV installations. Here are
Tomei’s four key recommendations for planning successful
AV projects.
1) Think ahead. Make sure the systems you design will
support your future needs. For instance, while 4K video
displays might be cost-prohibitive for schools to install
today, “I do specify video switching that can handle 4K,”
Tomei said, “so when you’re ready to upgrade, you can.”
2) Focus on design. Spend most of your time on doing a
needs analysis, and talk with instructors about how they
want to teach. “AV shouldn’t hinder teaching and learning;
it should facilitate these,” he advised.
3) Include enterprise management. Your tech staff
should be able to remotely monitor and troubleshoot AV
equipment. “AV staffing doesn’t increase proportionally
with the amount of classroom technology,” Tomei noted,
“so remote access and support is critical.”
4) Don’t overlook staff support. Schools need to offer
academic tech support as well. “You have to teach
instructors how to use these systems, because they will
require new pedagogies,” he said.

3) Web conferencing offers a versatile option for making
video connections.
Nearly everyone is familiar with Skype or Google Hangouts,
but there are other Web-based conferencing systems that
enable educators to connect with remote speakers without
the need for expensive videoconferencing equipment. These
services, which allow users to participate in a video chat or
conferencing session using any device with a Web browser,
are more scalable and reliable than ad-hoc calls using a free
system such as Google Hangouts — but schools don’t need
high-end equipment to use them.
For instance, Pexip offers Pexip Infinity, a cloud-based
platform for videoconferences and meetings. The service
allows schools to create “virtual meeting rooms” in which
students and instructors can join using any smartphone,
tablet or other device with a camera and a Web browser.
Pexip Infinity takes advantage of the new Web Real-Time
Communication two-way video conferencing capabilities
built into the Google Chrome and Firefox browsers. It also
uses a distributed architecture to optimize bandwidth. Only
the person who is talking uses the full amount of bandwidth,
while the others who are connected use just a small fraction.
What’s more, there is no limit to the number of users who
can join a call or meeting, according to Pexip.
Users can choose from among formats including a “virtual
auditorium” mode in which the current speaker is shown,
along with smaller images of up to 21 other participants;
and a “lecture mode” showing just the speaker. Pexip
Infinity is licensed based on the number of ports used per
month, and a yearly enterprise option includes an unlimited
number of ports.
Another Web conferencing service, Vidyo, offers its own
cross-platform systems for hosting videoconferences,
lectures or meetings on any device. The VidyoDesktop
app brings videoconferencing to Windows, Mac and Linux
computers, letting users connect from wherever they are.
The VidyoWeb browser extension lets participants join
conferences from within a Web browser on desktop or laptop
computers. The VidyoMobile app brings videoconferencing
to Apple and Android tablets and smartphones through a
wireless broadband or WiFi connection.
Tomei concluded that traditional videoconferencing codecs
work well, but you have to know what technology is used
on the other end of the call. “If you know that and you need
a reliable connection, this would be my recommendation,”
he said. But if you connect to many different sources and
don’t know what technology they will be using, “then Web
conferencing would be the better choice.”
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Spotlight

Apple Ambassador
Continued from page 2.

El Capitan has the same general look as Yosemite, but it
includes a new systemwide font --- San Francisco. OS X’s
window management feature, Mission Control, has also
been revamped in the new operating system, introducing a
new Split View feature that mirrors the iOS 9 multitasking
feature on the iPad and allows for two full-screen apps to
be used at the same time side-by-side.
Spotlight search, along with gaining deeper functionality
and more sources, supports natural language input in El
Capitan. Safari has gained Pinned Sites to let users pin
favorite sites on the tab bar, and there’s a handy new mute
button that’ll mute all sound coming from Safari or easily
identify specific tabs playing audio.
Mail supports new iOS-style gestures for managing
messages, and a Smart Suggestions addition will recognize
names and events, allowing them to be quickly added to
contacts and calendars. When in full screen, there are also
tools to deal with multiple emails at one time.
Photos is gaining support for third-party photo editing
extensions from Mac App Store apps, and the Notes app
is being revamped, much like the Notes app for iOS 9. It
will support checklists, content from other apps like Safari
or Maps, and an Attachments Browser.
Performance-wise, the addition of Metal improves
speeds across the Mac by boosting system-level graphics
rendering. With the graphics improvements and other
enhancements, many standard apps perform better, and
games and pro apps will see significant performance
boosts.

In both OS X El Capitan and iOS 9, search is being
improved. Spotlight can now generate results that access
more data sources, displaying weather, stock, sports
scores, and video right in the Spotlight window. A search
for “Weather in Cupertino,” for example, will bring up
the current temperature with a weekly forecast, while a
search for a stock like “AAPL” will give you the current
stock price.
Web videos also show up in your results, right alongside
existing data sources like Wikipedia, News, Definitions,
and Bing Search. More importantly, Spotlight is also
gaining support for natural language file queries. In iOS
9, you can type to Spotlight like you would speak to Siri.
“Documents I wrote in the last month,” brings up the
appropriate documents, as does a command like “Files Eric
sent me last week” or “Emails from Bob last month.” That’s
a huge improvement over Spotlight’s search capabilities in
OS X Yosemite, which are limited to specific keywords.
This type of natural language search is also available in
Finder and Mail and even extends to rather complex search
commands like “presentation I worked on yesterday that
contains budget.”
There’s one other small but significant change available in
Spotlight in El Capitan -- a resizable window. In Yosemite,
Spotlight’s size is static, but in El Capitan, you can make
the Spotlight window larger or smaller to display exactly
what you want to see.
Mission Control
Mission Control is OS X’s window management feature.
Accessible though the Mission Control app or by hitting
F3 on Macs, it displays all open apps on your Mac and
allows them to be organized into different spaces. In El
Capitan, Mission Control has a cleaner, more streamlined
design for quicker window organization.

OS X 10.11 El Capitan was provided to developers in June,
shortly after WWDC. On July 9, Apple also began offering
OS X El Capitan to public beta testers. Thus far, Apple has
seeded seven El Capitan betas to developers and five betas
to public beta testers, with each one adding small tweaks
and improvements to the operating system.
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Instead of creating a new desktop to organize windows,
it’s now possible to drag a window to the top of the screen
to automatically create a new desktop space. It’s a small
change, but one that makes managing a lot of apps just a
bit quicker.
Split View
With Split View, it’s possible to run two full screen apps
side-by-side, with each one taking up half of a display. This
is a useful way to focus on two apps simultaneously without
the distractions of the rest of your desktop. For example,
when taking notes from a website, you might open Pages
and Safari at the same time, scrolling through content on
one side while writing on the other side.
You can do the same thing in Yosemite by resizing
windows, but Split View in El Capitan makes the process
quicker because there’s no need to manually resize apps
and change their positions on the screen.
Apps and Services
Mail
Building on the window management features above, Mail
has better controls when it’s used in full-screen mode with
a new full-screen view. In Yosemite, if you use Mail in full
screen, there’s no way to begin a message and minimize it
to do something else in the Mail app, but El Capitan fixes
that problem.
When composing a message in full screen, you can now
swap over to another conversation or click over to your
inbox, sending the message in progress to the bottom of
the screen. This makes it possible to copy text from another
email or transfer attachments from message to message by
dragging them.
If someone emails you a phone number or invites you to an
event, Mail in El Capitan will show a little toolbar at the
top of a message that has one-click options to add content
to apps like Calendar and Contacts. So, for example, if a
friend invites you to a 2 p.m pool party on Saturday via
email, when you view that email you’ll see an option to
add the event right to your calendar. Emails with flight
information and dinner reservations will also trigger these
suggestions.
Mail’s most important new feature in El Capitan may be
the addition of iOS-style swipe gestures when using a
trackpad. In your inbox, if you swipe on a message, you’ll
get quick management options. A right swipe will mark
an email as read or unread, while a left swipe will let you

delete messages. Again, a small change, but one that makes
it a lot faster to deal with incoming emails.
Notes
With iOS 9 and El Capitan, Apple’s made some significant
improvements to Notes to put the app on par with more
robust note-taking apps like Evernote. In Evernote, you
can add a lot of third-party content like URLs, PDFs,
documents, and other files, and the same is now true in
Notes.
Notes is an option in the Share Sheet of many apps in
El Capitan, so if you’re in Safari, for example, you can
use the Share tool to quickly send a website to Notes. In
Maps, you can send a map or directions to Notes, and in
Photos, you can quickly add a picture or video to Notes.
This change greatly enhances the functionality of Notes,
turning it from an app that’s good for little more than text
to an app that can serve as a robust digital workspace and
project management tool.
Notes in El Capitan doesn’t have the same sketching
features that were introduced for the iOS 9 version, but it
does have the same checklist abilities, so you can quickly
stick in an interactive to-do list or grocery list, with tasks
and items that can be checked off in the app.
With the addition of support for many types of attachments
and files, Notes now has an included Attachments Browser,
where you can view all the photos, links, documents, and
map locations that you’ve added, organized by type.
Photos
Photos in El Capitan is being enhanced with the addition of
third-party editing tools. Photo editing apps from the Mac
App Store will be able to share their tools with Photos, so
it will be possible to make edits to images with these apps
without actually leaving the Photos app.
This is a capability borrowed from iOS. On the iPhone
or iPad, when you use the Photos app to edit a photo,
tapping the “More” button brings up third-party apps that
support the direct-in-Photos editing feature. With the same
capabilities in Photos for OS X, you’ll be able to use several
filters and extensions from different developers without
needing to import a photo into multiple apps.
Photos in El Capitan also includes tools to add locations
to single images or complete Moments, and the workflow
for naming Faces in photos has been streamlined. Albums
sorting is also improved, with sort options for organizing
albums and images within by date, title, and more.
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Safari
Safari may be the app in El Capitan that has the most
exciting improvements. There’s a new “Pinned Sites”
feature that houses frequently visited websites on the left
side of the tab bar. When a website is pinned, it stays up
to date in the background, so what you’re seeing when
you click over to it is always current. Sites like Gmail,
Facebook, and Twitter are particularly good uses of this
feature, quietly refreshing in the background and always
displaying the most recent info.
When watching a web video in Safari, it’s now possible to
AirPlay the video to the Apple TV without needing to share
your entire desktop. With Yosemite, to watch a web video
on the Apple TV you need to mirror your entire display,
but that’s not necessary in El Capitan. Compatible videos
display an AirPlay icon that will stream them automatically
to the Apple TV.
Safari’s also gained a new “Mute All Tabs” button,
accessible right in the address bar of the browser. This
is an invaluable tool if you’re someone that often opens
a multitude of tabs because a lot of sites use autoplaying
audio or video. Mute All Tabs kills the sound and it’ll let
you know exactly which tab is causing a problem. If you
only want to mute a single tab, that’s possible too.
Maps
Maps in El Capitan has a new Transit view, which displays
walking, subway, train, bus, and ferry routes, for planning
out a trip that involves mass transit routing in advance. You
can also choose to incorporate transit routes when getting
directions. Prior to El Capitan, getting transit directions
required using a third-party mapping service.
Transit directions will only be available in a select number
of cities at launch, including Baltimore, Berlin, Chicago,
London, Mexico City, New York, Philadelphia, San
Francisco, Toronto, Washington D.C., and several cities
in China.
Two-Factor Authentication
OS X 10.11 El Capitan and iOS 9 include an entirely
revamped two-factor authentication system that
replaces the existing two-step verification system. The
new two-factor authentication feature does away with
Recovery Keys and uses new methods to trust devices
and deliver verification codes for a more streamlined
user experience.

The elimination of Recovery Keys is the most important
feature in the new two-factor authentication system, as it
means there’s no longer a danger of losing an Apple ID
and linked purchases forever should both a Recovery Key
and a trusted device become lost.
With the new authentication system, Apple’s customer
support team will help users recover their Apple IDs
through a recovery process if trusted devices become
inaccessible and accessing an account to change a password
is impossible.
Under the Hood Improvements
According to Apple, behind-the-scenes enhancements
to OS X in El Capitan have made a number of apps and
processes on the Mac much faster. Apps launch up to 1.4
times faster and switching between apps is up to two times
faster. Opening Mail and displaying the first messages
is said to be two times faster, and opening a PDF in the
Preview app is said to be four times faster.
One of the major performance enhancements in El Capitan
comes in the form of the adoption of Apple’s core graphics
technology, Metal. Metal was first introduced with iOS
8, and in El Capitan it combines OpenGL and OpenCL
under a single API. With Metal, the amount of work the
CPU needs to do to render graphical effects is reduced,
offloading tasks to the GPU.
With Metal, Apple says system-level graphics rendering
is 40 percent more efficient and 50 percent faster. This
translates to better performance from graphics-intensive
apps and Metal also brings some significant enhancements
to games. It improves draw call performance by up to 10x,
which could lead to more realism and detail in future titles.
Other Changes
In addition to the major features that have been added to OS
X El Capitan and covered above, there are several smaller
additions and tweaks to the operating system. We’ve listed
these below (check out the video for a quick overview)
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Any device that you sign into with the new authentication
system becomes a trusted device that can then be used
to verify your identity when signing into other devices
and services linked to your Apple ID. This simplifies the
process of trusting devices. It’s also now possible to use
text messages or phone calls as a backup option when
a trusted device is not available. Previously, two-factor
verification codes could only be delivered by text message
or on a verified device.
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and will add to the list as new features are added during
the beta testing process.
San Francisco Font
One of the biggest visual changes in OS X El Capitan is a
new systemwide font -- San Francisco. Originally designed
for the Apple Watch, San Francisco is a condensed sans
serif font that’s not unlike Helvetica. It was created
specifically for small displays with extra spacing between
each letter to increase legibility on the wrist, but as it turns
out, it also looks fantastic on the Retina screens of iPhones
and Macs.
Cursor
On a large screen, it can sometimes be difficult to locate a
small cursor, especially when waking a Mac. In El Capitan,
there’s a new cursor feature that causes the cursor to grow
larger when you move your finger back and forth on a
trackpad or shake a connected mouse so you can see right
where it is on the screen.

The End of the Dashboard
In one of the later betas, the Dashboard feature was
disabled by default, suggesting it is no longer a focal
point for Apple. When installing OS X El Capitan, the
Dashboard will now need to be manually enabled.
Compatibility

OS X El Capitan runs on any Mac that is able to run
Yosemite, including some Macs that are more than seven
years old. With the included performance enhancements,
El Capitan may even run faster than Yosemite on some
Macs. Here’s a full list of Macs that can run El Capitan:
iMac (Mid 2007 or newer)
MacBook Air (Late 2008 or newer)
MacBook (Late 2008 Aluminum, or Early 2009 or newer)
Mac mini (Early 2009 or newer)
MacBook Pro (Mid/Late 2007 or newer)
Mac Pro (Early 2008 or newer)
Xserve (Early 2009)

Find My Friends
In El Capitan, there’s a new Notification Center widget
for the “Find My Friends” app, allowing people to access
the locations of their friends more quickly.The iconic
rainbow wheel pointer or “beachball” used to indicate
when something is loading on OS X has been updated
with El Capitan. It’s now flatter and it has brighter, more
defined colors.
Disk Utility
Disk Utility has an entirely new look in El Capitan with a
status bar that shows how much disk space is being used
and what it’s used by.
Features for Chinese and Japanese Users
For Chinese users, there’s a new Ping Fang system
font that’s crisper, enhanced keyboard input with better
language prediction, and improved trackpad handwriting
with a new Trackpad window that provides more room to
write multiple characters in a row.

Release Date
El Capitan is currently available for developers. The first
beta was provided on June 8, just after the Worldwide
Developers Conference. Apple plans to offer a public beta
of OS X 10.11 in July, with a public release following in
the fall.

For Japanese users, there are four new Japanese fonts and
a dramatic improvement for entering Japanese text. El
Capitan includes an enhanced vocabulary and improved
language engine, automatically transforming Hiragana
into written Japanese and eliminating the need to press the
space bar for individual word conversions.
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We recommend steering clear of them all.
5. Camera360 Ultimate - D

Continued from page 3.

Libraries are third-party bits of code from other developers that
app creators can drop in. Many of the ones you’ll see are from
advertising networks, although some are utilities to track how
the game is working, or even from Facebook for easier logins
to the app.
In the case of “Draw Something Free,” it uses the “Read phone
status and identity” permission to pass advertisers your phone
number, call log, signal information, carrier and more. That way
any app using that advertiser’s library can spot you and help build
a profile of what apps you use.
2. Words With Friends - D
You’ve probably played this app, or know someone who has. It’s
like a fast game of Scrabble, and it’s great for brushing up on
your vocabulary or being humbled by small children.
However, it’s from the same developer as Draw Something, it’s
no surprise it has some of the same privacy worries. However, it
goes a step further with the “Precise location” permission. While
it does use your location for the game, it also uses it to show you
location-based ads.
Fortunately, most of the other potentially worrying permissions
like “Read your contacts,” “Create accounts and set passwords”
and more are used purely for the game to work.
3. Go Locker - D
This app acts as a screen lock for your phone, and promises to be
more secure and smarter than your gadget’s built-in screen lock.
Naturally, that means it has to know a lot about your phone and
requires just about every permission available, from your location
to reading your text messages.
Oddly it doesn’t seem to use any information for advertising, and
doesn’t even have advertising libraries installed. Instead, it sends
your information and links you to apps stores besides Google Play.
This is potentially dangerous since app stores besides Google
often have malicious apps that can steal information from your
phone. This could very well be a gateway app for unsecured apps
or apps that do seriously hurt your privacy.
4. Go Weather Forecasts & Widgets - D
From the same company that brought you Go Locker above, this
app brings you the weather and a forecast. However, like Go
Locker it uses a lot of its permissions to send data to app markets
besides Google Play. Again, dealing with alternative app stores
is usually a bad idea because they’re filled with malicious apps.
After doing a little checking, it appears that every GO app,
including GO Battery and Go SMS Pro have this same design.

Like the Go apps earlier, it doesn’t include any ad targeting
libraries, but it does have the Baidu search engine library built
in. Baidu is China’s answer to Google, and there’s no good
explanation why a Chinese search engine might need things like
the ability to turn your Wi-Fi on and off.
It could just be using the library for an internal search of the
hundreds of filters it includes, but that’s not very clear. In the
same vein, its in-app purchases are powered by Alipay, which is
a Chinese payment system.
Camera360 as uses several permissions to grab mobile analytics
data. While a lot of developers use this to learn more about how
their app is performing, this one is also tracking what other apps
you’re running and your location. It also has access to your full
phone state, which includes when you’re on a call, and your
carrier and phone number.
6. Angry Birds - C
The first modern “viral” mobile game with more than 2 billion
downloads since 2009, Angry Birds and most of its sequels and
spinoffs don’t fare so well with privacy. Most include several
targeted ad libraries that grab your phone identity information,
which includes phone call logs, your signal, carrier, device ID
and number.
Outside of PrivacyGrade’s score, “Angry Birds” also has the
distinction of being one of the apps the NSA and British GCHQ
targeted to snag user information from smartphones thanks to poor
security. The newer versions of Angry Birds aren’t as vulnerable,
so they get a slightly higher “B.”
7. My Talking Tom - D
If you have kids around, “My Talking Tom” is an app you might
get asked to download. It’s basically a cute little game where
you adopt and take care of a kitten. However, its privacy settings
aren’t so adorable.
It includes a whopping 8 targeted ad libraries and in addition to
your phone’s identifying information, it sends the advertisers
audio from the microphone as well. For a kids’ game, that’s
creepy.
Other games from the same developer, such as “Talking Angela”
or ‘Talking Ben,” cleaned up their act a bit by only sharing phone
information with advertisers. However, they still access the
microphone and camera for internal use, leading to a string of
hysterical reports last year that they spy on kids. That’s not what
actually happens with the data, but if you want to give these apps
a miss, we don’t blame you.
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Android’s default camera app is serviceable, but not fantastic.
Camera360 Ultimate promises to add more camera modes,
exclusive filters, free cloud storage, facial recognition, real-time
“touch-ups” and more with no ads.
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GAAB Internet Addresses
Names

E-Mail Addresses

Aaron Ambrosino........ aambrosi@mac.com
Gary Blizzard.............. gmblizzard@aol.com
Mark Bogossian........... mark@castlecomp.com
Steve Bradley.............. ssbradley@adelphia.net
John Buckley............... jbuckley@nycap.rr.com
Sheldon Carnes............ sheldoncarnes@hotmail.com
Tina Cook.................... twonotrump@nycap.rr.com
Anthony Eldering........ tonye11@verizon.net
Trudy Ellis................... TE52@earthlink.net
Lilajane Frascarelli...... afrascar@nycap.rr.com
Les Goldstein............... lgoldst1@nycap.rr.com
Richard Hester............. hesterfp@capital.net
Ottmar Klaas................ ottmar.klaas@gmail.com
Michael LaFrank......... mglafrank@gmail.com
Thomas Levanduski.... msglevnduski@aol.com
Cecilia MacDonald...... cecilia@midtel.net
Mike Mannarino.......... rfd230@nycap.rr.com
Roger Mazula.............. aluzam@aol.com
Brendan O’Hara.......... bohara1@nycap.rr.com
Eric/Lee Rieker............ Erieker@aol.com
AbdurRahman Rozell.. aryr100@gmail.com
Judith Schwartz........... jfschwartz2@earthlink.net
Saul Seinberg............... saul.seinberg@gmail.com
Bill Shuff..................... wjshuff@earthlink.net
Shelly Weiner.............. olliedawg@yahoo.com
Lou Wozniak............... louw@nycap.rr.com

To start or renew your GAAB
membership, see Cecilia MacDonald
or send your fees payable to her at
the following address:
Cecilia MacDonald
260 Sever Road
Delanson, NY 12053

Visit GAAB on the Internet at http://www.applebyters.com
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